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who 
we are

Specialized in the export of natural 

slate-stone from Brazil to the 

world, using our sustainable stone-

quarry excavation and optimized 

container shipping, we offer our 

clients customized products to make 

a difference in any kind of building 

project.

The Solution 
in Natural Slate.
That’s what we 
can be for you.



WHERE WE 
ARE FROM

Minas Gerais is one of the brazilian 

states, a beautiful place in the southeast 

region of the country. Rich in natural 

resources and beautys, covered by 

Atlantic and dry forest and rupestrian 

fields, is also home to the beds of some of 

the most important rivers in Brazil.

Due to its very uneven geography and 

large geological reserves, composed of 

plateaus, the state is benefited greatly to  

extraction of ores and slate.

From the beautiful 
lands of Minas 
Gerais, in the interior 
of Brazil, to the world.
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WHAT
WE DO

Moinho operates and delivers 

four types of natural slate from 

Brazil, these are: 

The Anthracite Black Slate

The Multicolor Oxyde Slate

The Everest Grey Slate

The Pure Black Slate

We develop and improve our products 

constantly to make our slate a great 

choice for architects, builders and 

home-owners.

Innovating for more 
than 20 years.
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With a natural dark gray color, this stone is very resistant and can 

have a smooth or more rustic surface. It surely gives a natural look 

wherever applied and can be used to classics or more bold projects.

the anthracite black slate
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everest grey slate
An lighter grey alternative, this blued-grey stone can be used in any 

area and has a uniform colour that fits well with concrete and white 

rendered surfaces.
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Due to the minerals and metals particles which are present in the quarry, 

this special stone has a unique colouring that reminds the autumn colors. 

Perfect for more colorfull projects, it will give an outstanding design.

the multicolour oxyde slate
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the pure black slate
The darkest stone for great design! This stone has a uniform charcoal 

black with a smooth surface and it is used all around the world for special 

projects that require an outstanding and elegant dark look.
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HOW WE 
DO IT

We’re always looking for the best 

options to deliver you a great product 

and we make sure our excavation and 

production processes comply to the 

highest ecological standards. As well we 

make sure each area of the quarry is 

fully restored after the extraction. We use 

above 85% of our energy in production 

from renewable sources like hydro and 

solar power. Zero chemicals are used 

during our production and all our water 

is treated and recycled. 

We care about 
how our work will 
impact the world. 

Our slates are all packed in wooden 

crates we produce ourselves from 

renewable forests around our quarries. 

The ships we use to deliver our products 

around the world comply with the low 

Sulphur standards IMO 2020.
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WHAT 
WE’VE 
DONE

How about to see some projects 

made using Moinho’s Slate?

We hope that you get inspired 

to do more with us. 

We always want to 
help you achieve 
the best results. 
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WHAT YOU 
CAN DO

Our product can be customized to fit 

any needs of your project.

Discover a new look on flooring, wall 

cladding, kitchen worktops, exterior 

tiles and specials pieces like stairs 

and fireplaces.

The possibilities are almost endless!

We offer you many 
solutions using 
our slate. 
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we hope 
to serve 
you!

info@moinho.com

https://www.facebook.com/moinhoslates
https://www.instagram.com/moinhoslates/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/moinho-comercial-importadora-e-exportadora-ltda.
https://moinho.com/
https://moinho.com/
mailto:info%40moinho.com?subject=

